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This work focuses on proposing a method of effectively 
dealing with P2P-based service selection and composition, 
especially when handling a large number of Peers along 
with their diverse qualities. The QoS-aware Peer selection is 
one of the major challenges faced in order to guarantee the 
success and enhance performance of distributed computing. 
Since many Peer candidates provide overlapping or 
identical functionalities, though with different QoS 
evaluations, selections need to be rapidly conducted to 
determine which Peers are suitable to join in the requested 
composite service. The main contribution of this paper is 
proposing a P2P-based service selection model, in which 
Peer’s non-functional properties are modeled with Web 
Service Modelling Ontology (WSMO), and where Ant 
Colony Optimisation (ACO) technique is adopted to 
facilitate and enhance the QoS-aware Peers’ composition. 
We present experimental results to illustrate the 
effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed method.  
Keywords 




P2P-based service selection and composition are viewed 
as important issues in dynamic decentralised e-service 
application and workflow [15]. In recent years, it has been 
apparent that the notion of distributiveness, dynamics and 
heterogeneity of services has become extremely important 
to both service requestors and service providers, thus 
Quality of Service (QoS) evaluation is accepted as an 
effective method to identify service providers’ capability 
and performance so as to enhance the service composition 
for service clients over the real distributed service network. 
Furthermore, due to the complexity of QoS metrics, 
well-defined service description has not been thoroughly 
addressed. Most of the current work focuses on the 
definition of QoS ontology, vocabulary or measurements 
and to a lesser extent on a uniform evaluation of qualities, 
however, few works addressed on the model of P2P-based 
non-functional properties in ontology.  
With regard to P2P-based service composition, to find 
the solution of such a QoS–aware composition problem is 
NP–hard. This is mainly because the Peer selection process 
over a scalable distributed network is difficult to make right 
decisions on which Peers are suitable for the requested 
services based on Peers’ heterogeneous performances. 
Figure 1, depicts a simple example of the Peer selection 
process. Atomic Web Services (AWS) {AWS1, AWS2, AWS3, 
AWS4,} are requested to be executed in a sequential 
workflow, and each of them has got two possible Peer 
candidates amongst eight Peers, and every Peer’s QoS for 
invoking the relevant atomic services is different from one 
another, in terms of Response Time and Cost. In the 




Figure 1: Example of workflow with bindings between Peers 
and atomic Web services 
 
In reality, however, we are facing a much larger number 
of atomic services and Peer candidates as well as multiple 
QoS attributes (e.g. Response Time, Cost, Availability, 
Reliability, Reputation and etc.), to obtain the optimal Peers 
combination for the requested atomic services. This is by 
any means not an easy task. The searching process would 
be exhaustive and can be very time consuming provided a 
composition is related with a large group of Peers. 
Although past research efforts have looked at many 
pragmatic ways to effectively deal with the composition of 
Web services into executable workflows (e.g. [14, 16]), 
concern still remains as to how to optimise the P2P-based 
service selection and composition in terms of searching for 
solutions more quickly and effectively. 
In this paper, we extend the Web Service Modelling 
Ontology (WSMO) description for the multiple and diverse 
QoS attributes for Peers, in order to facilitate the service 
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selection process. Furthermore, we introduce Ant Colony 
Optimisation (ACO) approach and adopt the method to 
improve the selection process and composition performance 
comparing with classic integer programming. 
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly 
presents background and related work on service 
description and composition. Section 3 introduces the 
approach of WSMO modelling and ACO approach for 
selection. Section 4 presents experimental results of 
proposed method. Conclusions remarks and future work is 
presented in Section 5. 
 
2. Background 
2.1 P2P-based Service Network Structure 
 
Peer-to-peer (p2p) network is one of the most innovative 
information distribution architecture emerging in recent 
years. In this work, a p2p network is defined as the network 
of nodes where every node is equally in being responsible 
to share resources and the overhead of running the network.  
 
 
Figure 2: UOW-SWS System Model 
 
There are many good P2P prototypes proposed by 
various researchers around the world. In this paper, we shall 
begin by introducing our own UOW-SWS as an example to 
describe the basic mechanism of P2P-based service 
prototype. UOW-SWS is a JXTA-based [6] Peer-to-Peer 
workflow information system upgraded from SwinDeW-B 
[10], which was designed and developed to overcome the 
problems like poor performance, poor scalability, 
unsatisfactory system openness, and lack of support for 
incomplete process. With Ontology extension, UOW-SWS 
has been functionally extended to incorporate ACO 
approach so as to facilitate Web services selection via QoS 
information.  
Figure 2 depicts the overall architecture of the 
UOW-SWS’s composite web service engines. The engines 
are composed of a P2P-based system built in the JXTA 
framework. BPEL [11] is chosen as the language to 
orchestrate composite web services. A composite web 
service is described by a BPEL file and a set of WSDL files. 
By processing the files a coordinator Peer obtains the 
knowledge of which activities are to be performed and the 
temporal order of performing them to complete a composite 
web service. Communications between the Peers and their 
web services are via the SOAP protocol. Each Peer 
appointed for a task by the coordinator in a group can 
invoke the required web service from service providers, and 
there is no difference between coordinator and Peer after 
the assigning of tasks by the coordinator, so they are able to 
cooperate actively in the P2P network to execute the 
composition and invocation of web services in the same 
manner. 
 
2.2 Problem Formulation 
 
The P2P-based service selection problem’s basic 
features will be defined mathematically as discussed in the 
following paragraph. 
Let all Peer candidates be in a set as: P={P1, P2, …, PZ}, 
and all atomic services of a request be in set: S={S1, S2, …, 
SR}; Z is the total number of all Peer candidates, and R is 
the total number of all atomic services for a request. 
Different Peer has different capabilities to conduct some of 
those atomic services. For example, a Peer (Pi) has 




PPP SSSC = . Furthermore, a Peer (Pi) has 
different qualities when performing an atomic service 
( ii PPj CS ∈ ), in terms of Response Time(RT), Cost(CT), 
Availability(AV) and Reputation(RP), and the qualities of 
Peer (Pi) for service ( i
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S RPAVCTRTQ },,,{= , where RT, CT, AV, RP are 
actual values for Response Time, Cost, Availability and 
Reputation. 
For service composition, the main objective is to find a 
set of feasible Peers which can provide the best or better 
quality of service. For those QoS factors, therefore, four 
objectives can be like min( RT), min( CT), max(AV) 

























































In order to consider the four objectives as a whole, we 
need a proper function (f) to normalise them respectively 
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This formulation does not only consider linear 
aggregation function (e.g. Response Time) but also takes 
into account non-liner function (e.g. Availability). 
Therefore, to obtain the optimal solution of such a 
QoS–aware composition problem is going to be NP–hard. 
  
2.3 Related Work 
 
In recent years, a lot of related works regarding the QoS 
in Web services have focused on the development of QoS 
ontology languages and vocabularies, as well as the 
identification of various QoS metrics and their 
measurements with respect to semantic Web services. For 
example, papers [7] and [8] emphasised a definition of QoS 
aspects and metrics. In [7], all of the possible quality 
requirements were introduced and divided into several 
categories, including runtime related, transaction support 
related, configuration management and cost related, and 
security related QoS. Both the papers present their 
definitions and possible determinants. Our previous work 
[15] presented a first sketch of service description approach, 
paying more attention on the extraction of the ontological 
description of services and design of the selection process 
with OWL-S. With regard to the selection process, the 
previous prototype has the limitation in terms of dealing with 
multi-specifications, and it only considers “ResponseTime” 
as the selection criteria. Selection is not quite realistic for 
performing effective services composition. On the other 
hand, this paper extends the description of non-functional 
properties via modelling-driven WSMO specification, and 
also presents ACO approach for the coordinator to assemble 
close-optimal Peers. Moreover, we demonstrate our 
implementation at different service stages, and prove that 
our method can reasonably improve the efficiency and 
adaptation of autonomous P2P-based business process. 
QoS–aware Peer and service selection for composition 
attracts many interesting applications and trials of various 
methods and search strategies, mostly based on operation 
research (OR) or artificial intelligence (AI). In general, 
most of the accepted approaches for effective service 
composition focus on how to find the optimal/close-optimal 
combinations with the minimum cost (e.g. time, 
computation resource constraints), and they are usually 
dependent upon Integer Programming [1, 16] or Genetic 
Algorithms [2, 3], or mixed up with some other 
optimisation strategies [5]. The Integer programming (IP) 
solutions with regard to dynamically finding the best 
service combination have been proposed in some recent 
papers ([1, 16]). These works consider linearity of the 
constraints and the objective functions, and find the best 
combination of the concrete services. From the QoS point 
of view, they’re conducted at run time. Zeng et al. [16] 
essentially focus on the cost, response time, availability and 
reliability attributes, where logarithmic reductions are used 
for the multiplicative aggregation functions, and the model 
is claimed to be extensible with respect to other similarly 
behaving attributes. On the other hand, Genetic Algorithms 
(GA) is viewed as a good heuristic method for seeking a 
close-optimal combination. The work conducted by Cao et 
al. [2] is a recent development on the application of GA to 
the service selection problem in the context of Web service 
composition. Chockalingam et al. [3] described a 
randomised heuristic method based on the general 
principles of genetic search strategy, so as to solve the 
mapping problem, in which parallel tasks are assigned to a 
multiprocessor to minimise the execution time. As another 
optimisation approach, ACO has been widely used for the 
problems such as allocating jobs in robot networks and 
searching the shortest path, but has rarely been considered 
for the service selection. 
 
3. Approach Description 
 
Prior to deploying ACO to find optimal or close-optimal 
solutions for service composition, it is necessary to have a 
modeling structure (i.e. WSMO). This will help to describe 
and model non-functional properties of services for 
selection process, as the effectiveness of the selection relies 
on explicit information about services. Furthermore, a 
well-defined service profile model can not only benefit 
service selection and composition, but also can facilitate 
service discovery, particularly in a complicated service 
network. 
    
3.1 WSMO Description for Peer’s Non-functional 
Properties 
 
WSMO [9] aims to create an ontology which can 
semantically describe a variety of perspectives of the Web 
services, so as to solve the integration problem. Essentially, 
WSMO defines four high-level notions which relate to 
semantic Web services, namely Ontologies, Goals, 
Mediators and Web services. In this paper, our QoS 
extension is for non-functional properties in “Web services”. 
In other words, we mainly focus on the consideration of 
QoS, such as performance, availability, cost of distributed 
services, etc. The incorporated QoS properties could also be 
used in parallel with the existing non-functional attributes 
proposed by other WSMO elements. Thus, it is consistent to 
consider QoS parameters as more general non-functional 
properties. 
Based on [13], we define an extensible class QoSProperty 
which aims to extend nonFunctionalProperties class in 
WSMO for the P2P-based service selection.  
 
Class nonFunctionalProperties 
...other existing properties... 




Class QoSProperty sub-Class nonFunctionalProperties 
hasPropertyName type string 
hasPropertyValue type {int, float, long, others} 
hasPreferedValueType type {low, high} 
hasWeight type float 
 
Each QoS Property is generally described by 
PropertyName and PropertyValue. For the purpose of 
QoS-based selection, there are two additional attributes 
defined, namely: “hasPreferedValueType” and 
“hasWeight”. The “hasPreferedValueType” is an object 
property representing the expected tendency of the value for 
the ideal attribute. The “hasWeight” is a value denoting the 
weight of the property, especially when synthetically 
measuring several different property metrics. In this context 
we define the weight value within the range [0, 1], while 
different end users may have different weight values for their 
service requirements. 
For example, Response Time (RT) of an atomic service 




webService _http://example.org/ LoanApprove  
nonFunctionalProperties 
dc#title hasValue “Peer (Pi)” 
dc#description hasValue “ResponseTime of Atomic Service (Si) on 
Peer (Pi)” 
…… 
hasPropertyName hasValue _string (“RT”) 
hasPropertyValue hasValue _int (“500”) 
hasPreferedValueType hasValue _string (“low”) 
hasWeight hasValue _float (“0.7”) 
endNonFunctionalProperties 
 
Likewise, Cost (CT), Availability (AV) and Reputation 
(RP) can also be modeled in the similar way in WSMO. 
 
3.2 Searching for Composition Solution with Ant Colony 
Optimisation 
 
Ant Colony Optimisation (ACO) is a well-established 
optimisation technique based on the principle that real ants 
are able to find the shortest paths between their nest and a 
food source [4, 12]. This mechanism works on the basis of 
pheromones, a kind of biochemical scent, which is left 
behind by the ants. Other ants are attracted by these 
pheromones and always walk in the direction with the 
highest pheromone concentration. ACO is able to provide 
close-optimal solution to NP-hard combinatorial problems. 
In this work an artificial ant is an agent which moves from 
node to node on a composition graph. The following are the 
three heuristic hints from natural ant behaviours that we 
have translated to our artificial ant colony: (i) the 
preference for paths with a high pheromone level, (ii) the 
higher rate of growth of the amount of pheromone on ideal 





Table 1. Normalising QoS Attributions [12]: 
 
 
For the purpose of selection processes, ResponseTime, 
Cost, Availability and Reputation are utilised often as QoS 
factors, and they can be described as a Peer’s 
non-functional properties with WSMO. Assume a 
composite service “l”, we define that RT(l), CT(l), AV(l) 
and RT(l) are the respective normalised QoS factors 
(ResponseTime, Cost, Availability and Reputation) in the 
interval [0,1]. These normalised QoS attributions can be 
computed by applying the rules described in Table 1, which 
is based on a simple way of normalisation. The composite 
service “l” contains “R” atomic Web services, and at each 
iteration each ant can find a combination of possible 
candidate Peers for composite service “l”). 
Therefore, we can define a cost function for evaluating 












=             (1) 
 
Where: w1, w2, w3 and w4 are real and positive weights 
which indicate the importance of the QoS factors for 
service integrator (or user). Q(l) represents cost function of 
composite service l, and the objective is to minimise the 
cost function value of composite service “l”. The reason 
why we define the function in this way is that we need to 
differentiate the preferences of QoS properties, such as 
Response Time (RT) (is preferred as low as possible) and 
Availability (AV) (is preferred as high as possible).  
In Figure 3, let ‘Z’ candidate Peers be in the set: P={P1, 
P2, …, PZ} and ‘R’ atomic services be in the set: S={S1, 
S2, …, SR}, and all ants be in the set I={I1, I2, …, Iu}. The 
goal is to find suitable Peers for each atomic service. Hence, 
by applying the ACO based approach, u artificial ants are 
initially placed among Atomic Service1’s nodes (from P1 to 
PZ). At each step they move to newer possible nodes until it 
reaches the end node. When all the ants have completed a 
path, the ant that made the path with the lowest cost 
function value Q would modify the links belonging to its 
path by adding an amount of pheromone trail. In each 
iteration, each ant generates a feasible composite service by 
98
  




Figure 3: Composition graph for services workflow 
 
For the selection of a node, ant uses heuristic factor as 
well as the pheromone factor. The heuristic factor denoted 
by  is a heuristic desirability about an ant moving from a 
current node to another, and the pheromone factor denoted 
by  is an indication of how many ants have visited the link. 
The probability of selecting a next node (from Atomic 
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where Pkij is the probability with which ant k chooses a 
next node to go. H is the set of nodes that have not been 
passed by any ant, and h is a node which has not been 
visited yet by ant k. The parameters  and  control the 
relative importance of the pheromone versus the heuristic 
information ij, which is the heuristic desirability of the ant 




=η       (3) 
 
where Nj is the number of Web services between Atomic 
Servicej and Atomic Servicen. Actually, for service Peer 
composition,  can be viewed as a heuristic stimulus which 
can keep ants moving from source towards the destination 
covering all atomic services. 
The whole path’s pheromone update is applied at the end 
of each iteration by only one ant, which can be the 
iteration-best or the best-so-far, and the update formula is 















where    (0, 1) is a parameter that controls the speed 
of evaporation of pheromone, and  = 1/Q(L), here L is 
the current best path with the lowest Q value.  
In ACO method, each atomic service on a Peer is 
regarded as a virtual node of a potential path that might be 
found by ants. After each iteration, a possible path would be 
found by ants, and then the combination QoS is calculated 
and recorded, afterwards the visited nodes’ pheromones 
would be updated. Finally, the nodes with more 
pheromones would be more possibly lead to an eventual 
path, i.e. a close-optimal combination would be generated.  
 
3.3 QoS–aware Composition with Integer Programming 
 
As mentioned in related work in Section 2, one of the 
most widely adopted approaches to solve QoS-aware 
composition problem is linear integer programming. In this 
paper, our scope is not to introduce an analytic description 
of this method, for details readers may refer to Zeng et al. 
[16]. However, it is necessary to present a high level 
mathematical formulation on using Integer Programming in 
service composition, before performing the performance 
comparison in Section 4. 
Given the atomic service set S={S1, S2, …, SR} are 
required to be invoked in a composite service by a set of 
Peers P={P1, P2, …, PZ}, and suppose that a atomic service 
( SSi ∈ ) can be executed on some Peers ( PP
iS ⊆ ), 
and PSiK is the total number of possible Peers (
iSP ) for 
atomic service (Si). Then, we can define our integer 



















Variable ijy  denotes whether an atomic service (Si) is 
executable on the Peer candidate ( iSj PP ∈ ). For example, 
assume that there are 100 potential Peers ( PSiK =100) that 
can execute atomic service (Si). Since only one of them will 






y . Therefore, the number of required 
variable tends to explode with the number of service 
invoked and with the total number of Peer candidates 
available. On the contrary, for ACO the path length (i.e. the 
number of nodes for a path) is bound to the number total 
number (R) of atomic services. The number of possible 
Peer candidates only augments the search space. 
Furthermore, the integer programming is not suitable for 
non-linear aggregation functions for the QoS attributes, 
such as taking into account Availability and Reputation as 
QoS attributes. Therefore, any user-defined QoS attribute 
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needs to have a linear (or at least linearised) aggregation 
function. However, integer programming is often faster 
than ACO for composition of a limited number of services. 
Thus, when the workflow size and the number of Peer 
candidates are limited, and there is no need to use 





In this section, we assess performance and feasibility of the 
proposed ACO method. To verify the proposed approach, 
experiments were conducted based on different scenarios. 
Essentially, we conducted few experiments to prove the 
proposed method: 1. by applying ACO in a general 
composite workflow, and analyse ACO reliability, in terms 
of violations; 2. compare the performances between ACO 
and liner integer programming.  
In simulation, we established the environment with 
Matlab, and all experiments were conducted on a PC with 
Intel Pentium4 3.0GHz, 2MB; 800 MHz FSB; DDR2 1GB 
@ 667MHz; and MATLAB 2008a. All QoS data (i.e. 
ResponseTime, Cost, Availability and Reputation) of service 
Peers are randomly generated in Matlab, and we simply set 
all weights same, as we do not need to consider the 
importance of different QoS attributes in experiments. 
Through out the duration of the most regular experiments, 
the parameters of the ACO were set as: ,  are 1 and 5, 
respectively,  (speed of evaporation) is 0.1, and 20 
iterations (as few changes occur after 20 runs in most tests) 
for each trial, and the number of ants are equal to the 
number of Peer candidates. We also examined how  and  
values will change the performance of the ACO algorithm. 
It’s also noteworthy that in deal situations, the bigger the 




Figure 4: A general composition workflow  
 
As shown in Figure 4, a general workflow, which contains 
structures of split and flow for service composition, are 
depicted, with 7 atomic Web services (AWSs) involved. As 
for as the Peer selection process is concerned, we do not 
consider differences between simple sequential composition 
pattern and other mixed patterns, as our emphasis is on 
selecting an appropriate Peer for each atomic service 
amongst service Peers. Therefore, the proposed selection 
method can be extensible for service selection in all sorts of 
composition patterns, even though different composition 
patterns may impact the calculation of cost functions. 
The experiment assumes that there are 10 service 
candidate Peers, and utilise the proposed method to select 
appropriate service Peers which are able to conduct those 7 
atomic Web services and provide better overall service 
quality. The major goal of this method is to identify better 
Peers with pheromones and probabilities for atomic 
services. In the selection process, there is little difference 
between a purely sequential workflow and the mixed one. 
While using ACO method to search for proper Peer 
candidates, ants will exploit their own heuristics at join or 
split nodes. 
 
Table 2: Calculated Q Values of Peers for Atomic Services 
without ACO Approach 
 
 
Table 2 shows each service Peer’s Q value that is 
calculated based on the formulas provided in Table 1, 
without ACO approach. Each data represents the 
relationship (Q value) between a candidate Peer and an 
atomic service rather than a composition of service. The 
infinite (Inf) value of a Peer means that the service Peer can 
not fulfill the corresponding atomic service, and Q values 
of selected Peers are calculated based on a set of random 
data which represents relevant Peers’ non-functional 
properties. When using ACO method, the combination 
results are exactly the same selections with the best Q value 
for atomic services in Table 2. It suggests that ACO based 
approach can also generate the results without completely 
knowing Q values of each Peer. Actually, to exhaustively 
calculate all Peers’ Q values using this process (e.g. Table 2) 
is a simple optimisation method to select service Peers for 
service composition. This approach can easily find the best 
Peers combination after knowing each Peer’s Q values for 
atomic services. Hence, the major cost of computation by 
the optimisation method is the calculation based on all 
possible combinations, and when the number of atomic 
services and Peers increases, the time cost would greatly 
increase as well. Given the computation cost, ACO based 
approach does not need to calculate all service candidates’ 
Q values beforehand, since the calculation is only needed to 
conduct when a service Peer is chosen with a certain chosen 
probability. In other words, ACO approach can save more 
computation time than the optimisation method, particularly 




Figure 5: The Q values in ACO iterations with different configurations 
 
Figure 5 shows the nature of ACO regarding best 
composition value and average value at each iteration with 
different configurations. This experiment involves 
comparing four different settings by shifting the key 
parameters: ,α β  and the number of ants. In Figure 5, all 
these composition values are based on calculated Q values. 
At each iteration, the change of best value indicates that 
ants found a better path of composition than the previous 
iteration. In Figure 5(1), when there is only one ant, the 
situation at most time is a constant result for the entire 
process. As shown in left parts of Figure 5(2), the best 
composition values were getting better and better from the 
beginning to the 9th iteration, and afterwards there were no 
changes happening since ants could not find better solution. 
In the right part of Figure 5(2), the situation of average 
composition values of Q changed during all the listed 20 
iterations. Here, the average value is the mean value of all 
possible compositions found by ants at each iteration. These 
changes in average value are caused by the probabilities of 
ants’ choices and the amount of pheromones. However, the 
trend of the best composition value is led well by heuristic 
information, as shown in the left part of Figure 5(2). In 
Figure 5(3), β is changed to 10, which means the heuristic 
feature is emphasized. However, 1=α  means that 
pheromone factor is relatively weak, the result shows the 
searching process is not stable in this to a unique direction. 
There is jump at the 5th iteration and then fell down again 
and then sticks to the best possible results. In Figure 5(4), 
α and β  are changed into 10=α , 1=β , which means 
that pheromone feature is stressed in the search process 
compared to heuristic factor, then ants are attracted to a 
high pheromone path and the process quickly (at the 4th 






















































Figure 6: Comparison between ACO and IP 
 
Compared to Integer Programming, as shown in Figure 6 
regarding computation time, when the number of atomic 
services is small, say, less than 15, IP outperforms ACO. 
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After about 20 atomic services the performances of ACO 
and IP tend to be the same. Then with more atomic services, 
while the ACO is able to keep its computation time 
performance almost constant, this is not the case with IP 
based optimisation method, where we see an exponential 
growth due to the corresponding increment of the number 
of variables needed to represent the problem. In this 
experiment, we assumed a set of workflows consisting of 5 
to 50 atomic services, and the same number of service Peer 
candidates are involved in the selection for each atomic 
service. 
In general, ACO is viewed as a close-optimal approach 
for finding suitable combinations. In order to investigate the 
deviation of ACO from optimal solution, another test is 
conducted as shown in Figure 7. In this experiment, we ran 
the selection for 50 atomic services of a composite service by 
giving three different numbers of iterations: 10-Iteration, 
20-Iteration and 50-Iteration. All the comparison values are 
based on the calculated Q values. 
For a composite service, it usually can be viewed as a 
path, and the way of calculating Q value is based on the 
formula (1) and Table 1. In Figure 7, it represents deviations 
between close-optimal paths’ Q values and the optimal 
paths’ Q values. The deviations in ACO algorithms increase 
with the increasing number of atomic services. This is based 
on the reason that there is a higher probability that ants will 
visit the next node/service candidate. Hence, sometimes the 
combination found by ACO is not satisfying if the number 
of iterations is small or insufficient. However, with the 
increasing number of iterations, the deviation can be 
reduced as much as possible. Figure 7 shows that 
50-Iteration has relatively less deviation than 10 and 20 
Iterations respectively. One final note, ACO can not provide 
the absolute optimal guarantee for service selection and 
composition, but it can provide reasonably close-optimal 
solution that may benefit many practical applications. 
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Figure 7: Deviation of ACO 
 
5. Conclusions and Future Work 
 
In this paper, based on the WSMO description for 
non-functional properties, an ACO-based approach is 
proposed to tackle the QoS-aware Peers’ composition 
problem, in terms of determining a set of Peers to be bound 
to atomic services. In the future, we will investigate few 
probabilistic models, e.g. Partially Observable Markov 
Decision Process, to cope with more realistic uncertainties 
within the actual service compositions and executions, and 
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